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A scribe angel delivers the will of the Great King Jesus:
I have major details for you to speak into the earth way. It will move in bringing a great
deal to the surface, for the nations will truly see that you are a true servant of the Great
Way King Jesus. The details you will drink—they’re in the secret will of the Great King.
This way means you are given details that no one knows of at this moment; for you will
taste a deep plan in the King’s will; for the season in which the nation that you
currently live in will move in being a way that shall be very clear. It will be a true detail,
so the name of the Great Way King Jesus will be given a place of great honor. Most
have no way to truly know a great plan you will drink in this detail with a natural
knowing. And you will prove in these details that you truly know the Great Way in your
soul and all parts. Now the will way is clear. You have to be presented as the servant of
the Lord Most High. And since you have not been trained by earthly mentors, the Great
Holy Spirit will move to show the servant in a way of presentation to cause the earth
way to see that there is a true servant in the earth way. But calling will not be enough
to show the world the will way you have been given. The Great King must truly move to
present you as a servant made ready for the world way. You have been given a calling
that shall influence the world as a whole, not just one nation or even nations. The world
in all realms and regions will be affected due to the worldwide calling that you move in.
It is the will that you move in this day. So, to fully move in this level of authority as
delegated to you by the Great I AM will require a major God backing you in the field
that is the earth way. So, you have been trained in a direct way with the Great Holy
Spirit for the work way in being a deliverer, a prophet, a general, a queen, a Kingdom
leader of Rain. And the servant is truly ready, for you have been commissioned and
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shall be seen in the earth way so the name of the Great King Jesus will be exclaimed in
full moving; for the season is here for a worldwide harvest. You have a purpose to
move in this way. You have a purpose to build a bridge with the churches to bring a will
way to bring them into a unity detail. Churches are calling out to Me for healing. They
are looking for a new way. Churches are looking for a true moving in a will to bring a
change in their way. The people of the earth look at all these different religions; they
don’t know what to believe. They look even for a plan to be a will to worship, for they
will say within their way their only hope is to be with their own way. They have given
up on Yahweh. They have turned to worship false gods. They will learn of the One True
God in this major will that shall be greater than any moving ever in the earth way. They
will truly see that there is only one God and that a plan is here to taste Him in a deep
detail that will clear the fog, where people will be able to see Him. This detail in seeing
shall be a supernatural will, where the people will turn to drink the Great Way King
Jesus and will receive His way in eternal living. It will take a great moving to make you
give the full way in the will given to the nations, where they will look and say that there
is only one God. How will it take place? By the power of the Lord Most High, Creator of
the heavens and the earth. There will be a shaking in the earth such as never seen in
the history of the human plan. I will truly move to do a new thing such as never seen in
movings of the past. I will cause the nations to turn to look and drink you. You have
been given a will way to speak in the earth to move in a Kingdom will, to move in
infiltration of a way that shall be greater than any plan ever given by a church moving.
The plan is to prepare the world for the return of King Jesus, and you will begin with
the United States of America. This nation has many divisions within its way. They look
to pretend, so all will think there is unity in a way that the nation moves. But truly,
there is a break in the way with this nation. The people hurt each other just to get their
own way. The nation has turned from serving the One True God. Their way is truly
displeasing to the Great Way King Jesus. The church way in the nation is moving as the
world, where they have blended in to be treated in a way of no persecution. There is a
lack of true love for the will in doing what King Jesus would will in these details in
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church ways. The people have made each other their god by moving in a plan to be as
the other in a way to feel important. The nation hurts. The will plan that you will drink
shall be to move in a way to bring healing to each state from their root way in which
there moved a deep sin. The curses shall be broken as each state gives up that plan to
hurt the moving of what brought the pain. It shall be made clear to the servant so she
will meet with these state leaders, who will move in an authority way in that detail to
bring true healing in the United States of America. The hatred towards the nation’s
leader will shift as the nation has seen a root detail. That detail can be broken, but only
will this detail be broken when the people forgive them in the hurt that they received
from the previous movings in the history of the nation as a whole. The root of rebellion
is deep in the United States of America and must be dealt with in a way from the
removal of the way the nation was founded. This means the people must move to set in
place a new will, where they no longer seek to do what they would will but will move to
seek the Great Way King Jesus in the way they move in placing the government in
order. Laws based on a human will, will not be a secure detail when tainted with a deep
root of rebellion from its very beginning. Now, some will say this nation is a Christian
nation. It truly is not so, for if the will way of the nation moves against the will of the
Great God, there will be no moving as one. The first message is given. The servant will
drink six more and will speak one dealing in a separate matter concerning the nation’s
leader. It is truly the will way of the Great King to move in bringing a way of healing
and redemption, where it can be tasted to have the nations embrace a Great King. This
will way is sure. The moving is here. The King’s will is good. The will way is good. The
plan of Kingdom plan has come, and the great will of the King will be done as given in
the name of the Way King Jesus. Servant, take what has been given and give it to the
nations, for the season is here for you to move in the King’s will to preach the Kingdom
and prepare the world for the return of the Great King Jesus. A message has been
given for you to deliver in this day. You have received it from a messenger—a scribe
angel. Now go and give it in the earth this day.
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